
STEWARD'S REPORT

Shepparton
Saturday, 14 Aug 2021

Weather conditions: Fine

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: R. Fazulla

Stewards: A. Pearce, M. Bayliss, L. Pearson & J. Fetherstonhaugh

Judges: S. Colliver

Lure Drivers: S. Baldwin

Starter: R. Glass

Kennel Supervisor: A. Baker

Kennel Attendants: S. Evans, G. Glass, & N. Groom

Veterinarian: Dr. M. Buiter

Race 1
ELITE COLLARS & LEADS (250+

RANK)
9:40 am
385m

Maiden

Essential persons (both Staff & Participants) attending today, undertook successful health screenings, wore
face-masks, observed social distance requirements and adhered to room density quotients that in-turn,
permitted entry to the venue for exclusive race-day functions and operations.

This meeting was delayed indefinitely at the completion of kennelling due to heavy fog and poor visibility.
The Stewards sought advice from the Bureau of Meteorology to consider. After a delay of around 1 hour
(from the initial scheduled time of the first race), the Stewards, in consultation with the lure driver and other
key personnel, deemed that the fog had sufficiently lifted enough to be satisfactory for racing. The start time
for race one was amended from 8:37am to 9:40am.

All Inn Cash and Jaimandy Gebauer were slow to begin. Chuck Attack and Argyle Lilly collided
approaching the first turn checking both greyhounds. Chuck Attack checked off Cam's Girl on the first turn
and collided with Argyle Lilly. All Inn Steffi, All Inn Cash and Cam's Girl collided on the first turn checking All
Inn Steffi and All Inn Cash. Jaimandy Gebauer raced wide in the home straight.

A post-race sample was taken from Bella Dreamtime - winner of the event.

Race 2
BYERS ELECTRICAL (250+ RANK)

9:55 am
385m

Mixed 6/7

The start time for this event was amended from 8:52am to 9:55am.

Bad Boy Vegas was quick to begin. Raw Finesse and Sadie Rose were slow to begin. Where's The Bees
and Ishmy Neecy collided soon after the start checking Ishmy Neecy. Wicked One and Ishmy Neecy
collided approaching the first turn checking Wicked One. Bad Boy Vegas and Where's The Bees collided
on the first turn checking Where's The Bees. Ishmy Neecy and Sadie Rose collided on the first turn
checking both greyhounds. Ishmy Neecy and Sadie Rose collided approaching the home turn checking
Ishmy Neecy. Bad Boy Vegas and Raw Finesse collided entering the home straight. Bad Boy Vegas and
Where's The Bees collided in the home straight. Raw Finesse and Short Deuce collided approaching the
winning post checking Short Deuce.

A post race sample was taken from Raw Finesse - winner of the event.

Race 3
TOP CAT VIDEO (250+ RANK)

10:10 am
385m

Grade 5

The start time for this event was amended from 9:07am to 10:10am.

Electric Head was quick to begin. Knock An Scratch, Key Effort, Sylvia's Delight and Wisdom collided soon
after the start checking Key Effort, Sylvia's Delight and Wisdom. Knock An Scratch, Meehan Ziggy and Our
Flying Bolt collided approaching the first turn severely checking Meehan Ziggy. Key Effort, Sylvia's Delight
and Wisdom collided on the first turn checking Key Effort and Wisdom. Key Effort and Wisdom collided
approaching the home turn. Sylvia's Delight raced wide in the home straight.

A post-race sample was taken from Electric Head - winner of the event.

Race 4
CKH PAINTING (250+ RANK)

10:25 am
450m

Mixed 6/7

The start time for this event was amended from 9:22am to 10:25am.

Argyle Bella – New declared weight of 29.1 kg, last raced at 30.8 kg.

Argyle Bella was slow to begin. Argyle Bella, Trojan Package and One Hombre collided soon after the start.
Road To Cairns checked off Sprinkler System approaching the first turn checking One Hombre. Westar
Manson checked off Sprinkler System on the first turn. Sprinkler System and All Inn Chester collided on the
first turn checking Sprinkler System. Trojan Package and Sprinkler System collided in the home straight
checking Sprinkler System.

Road To Cairns underwent a post-race veterinary examination at the trainer's request and was found to
have bruising to right hind paw and scrapes to the left fore toes. A 5 day stand down period was imposed.

A post-race sample was taken from All Inn Chester - winner of the event.



Race 5
GPP LASER 3300 (250+ RANK)

10:44 am
450m

Grade 5

The start time for this event was amended from 9:40am to 10:44am.

Flying Miss and Crown Knox were slow to begin. Why Delila and Twilight Rogue collided soon after the
start checking both greyhounds. Swarm checked off Quicker Than Joe approaching the first turn checking
Twilight Rogue which faltered as a result. Ride On and Quicker Than Joe collided on the first turn. Swarm
galloped on the heels of Flying Miss on the first turn checking Flying Miss.

Twilight Rogue underwent a post race veterinary examination and was found to have a left wrist injury. A 21
day stand down period was imposed.

Stewards spoke to Trainer, Mr S.VanTaarling regarding the racing manners of Twilight Rogue approaching
the first turn. After hearing evidence from Mr VanTaarling, viewing all the available race footage, taking into
account the injury sustained by the greyhound and acting on their observations, no further action was
taken.

A post-race sample was taken from Take The Lead - winner of the event.

Race 6
TAB VENUE MODE (250+ RANK)

11:00 am
450m

Grade 5

The start time for this event was amended from 9:55am to 11:00am.

All Inn Toffee and Grudge collided on the first turn checking All Inn Toffee, Grudge and Emergency. Horizon
Princess and All Inn Opal collided approaching the home turn. Top Right and All Inn Opal collided in the
home straight checking All Inn Opal. Top Right and Horizon Princess collided several times in the home
straight.

A post-race sample was taken from Top Right - winner of the event.

Race 7
RICH RIVER GOLF CLUB (250+ RANK)

11:15 am
385m

Mixed 4/5

The start time for this event was amended from 10:10am to 11:15am.

Pursuant to GAR 104 (6) Parade Steward, Ms. Stacey Evans did not act in any official capacity that may
have in any way, affected the outcome of this event.

Crazy Old Fool was quick to begin. Max Amigo was slow to begin. Kaiden and Pontiac Bandit collided
soon after the start checking Pontiac Bandit. Our Magic Turbo crossed to the inside in the home straight
checking Max Amigo and Our Magic Turbo.

A post-race sample was taken from Meatball Soup - winner of the event.

Race 8
GIPP'S SHIPPING CONTAINERS (250+

RANK)
11:30 am

450m
Grade 5

The start time for this event was amended from 10:25am to 11:30am.

Arlington and See Me Willow collided soon after the start checking See Me Willow. Savannah Lee and Our
Rock Man collided approaching the first turn. East Street and Deadly Walk collided on the first turn
checking Arlington, Deadly Walk, Savannah Lee and Our Rock Man.

A post-race sample was taken from Fairytale Nacho - winner of the event.

Race 9
HARD STYLE RICO @ STUD (250+

RANK)
11:45 am

385m
Grade 5

The start time for this event was amended from 10:44am to 11:45am.

Stride For Pride, Lunaray and Western Bay were slow to begin and collided soon after the start. Bluey
McGee and Stride For Pride collided on the first turn. Lunaray raced wide in the home straight.

A post-race sample was taken from Lektra Loud - winner of the event.

Race 10
RACERS FUNCTION CENTRE (250+

RANK)
12:00 pm

385m
Grade 5

The start time for this event was amended from 11:00am to 12:00pm.

Pursuant to GAR 104 (6) Parade Steward, Ms. Stacey Evans did not act in any official capacity that may
have in any way, affected the outcome of this event.

Market Bob was quick to begin. Lektra Nat was slow to begin. American Star, Table Bot and Knocka Bott
collided approaching the first turn checking all three greyhounds. American Star and Tough Like Atom
collided approaching the home turn. Lektra Nat crossed to the inside in the home straight checking
American Star. Market Bob, Swansie Delight and Queen Harriet collided approaching the winning post.

A post-race sample was taken from Swansie Delight - winner of the event.

Stewards spoke to Mr. Adam Norris regarding the racing manners of American Star approaching the first
turn.  After hearing evidence from Mr. Norris, viewing all the available race footage and acting on their
observations, Stewards took no further action.

Meeting Comments: 

Wimot Street was vetted following a trial event. Wilmot Street was found to have a right hock fracture and a
90 day stand down was imposed.




